
Material For Today

Last Time we covered:

Average Bid
Equitability Procedure
Adjusted Winner Method (N = 2)

Point Ratio
Transfer Equation

Today we will cover:

More practice with Adjusted Winner
Good Compensation:

Fair
Equitable



Comp. Method: Adjusted Winner for N=2, Part 1

Definition (Comp. Method: Adjusted Winner for N=2, Part 1)

1: Person 1 and Person 2 each have 100 points to use in making
their bids. The first step is to assign points to the resources
that are to be divided. The higher number of points given,
the more a person wants that particular resource.

2: At first, the Highest Bidder for each resource gets that
resource. For each item/resource received, the points used to
get that resource must be Counted.

Tie Breaker: If there is a tie (same number of points) for a
resource, it will go to the person who has used the fewest
points so far.

The goal is for each person to receive resources USING THE
SAME NUMBER OF POINTS.



Comp. Method: Adjusted Winner for N=2, Part 2

The next step is to “Adjust” the winner of some resource(s) so
that an equal number of points has been spent by both people.

Definition (Comp. Method: Adjusted Winner for N=2, Part 2)

3: If points used are not equal then resources are transferred
from the person with the HIGHER number of points to the
person with the LOWER number of points. Start by
transferring items with the smallest Point Ratio (defined on
the next slide).

4: If transferring an item moves too many points (causing the
HIGHER and LOWER people to switch) then only a portion
of the last item is transferred over. A Transfer Equation
must be set up and solved to determine the amount shared.
(Detailed descriptions of these equations are given later in the
slides.)

The Adjusted Winner Method was first described in 1995.



Related Idea: Point Ratio

Definition (Related Idea: Point Ratio)

For the Adjusted Winner Method, the Point Ratio for each
resource is the fraction

Points used by Winner of Resource

Points used by Non-Winner of Resource
.

Example (Point Ratio)

Siblings GOB and Michael bid on the following:

GOB Michael Point Ratio

Banana Stand 15 50 50
15 = 3.33

Marta 60 10 60
10 = 6

President’s Office 25 40 40
25 = 1.6

Points Used 60 70



Related Idea: Transfer Equation

Definition (Related Idea: Transfer Equation)

The Transfer Equation for a shared item is given by

Person 1 non-shared points + x · P1 Points of shared item =

Person 2 non-shared points + (1 − x) · P2 Points of shared item.

Here x represents the amount of the shared resource owned by P1.

Example (Transfer Equation)

In the previous example, GOB will initially be awarded Marta while
Michael will initially receive the Banana Stand and the President’s
Office. The President’s Office has the lowest Point Ratio, so it
must be shared. GOB has 60 (from Marta) non-shared points while
Michael has 30 (from the Banana Stand). The transfer equation is

60 + x · 25 = 50 + (1 − x) · 40.



Arrested Development 7, Part 2

Example (Arrested Development 7, Part 2)

Because Lindsay and Tobias have no money they decide to use a
Point System for making bids. Each person gets 100 Points to
distribute to desired items. Here are their bids:

Lindsay Tobias
Diamond Skin Cream 20 60

Poofy Blouse/Shirt 80 40

What is the Point Ratio for each item?

Who will get to keep 100% of an item (in other words, who
will NOT have to transfer any ownership).

Solve the Transfer Equation below:

0 + x · 80 = 60 + (1 − x) · 40.

What does x mean here?



Miley and Liam 6

Example (Miley and Liam 6)

Miley and Liam decide to use the Adjusted Winner Method.
Each person gets 100 Points to distribute to desired items. Here
are their bids:

Miley Liam
Engagement Ring 50 20

Warehouse of Teddy Bear Costumes 20 10

Basic Human Dignity 30 70

Who should get each item?

How many points does each person “spend” to get their
items?

Is there any reason for someone to not like the compensation
arrangement at this stage?



Time is Money 2, Part 1

Example (Time is Money 2, Part 1)

Our Professors at the DMV decide they have even more to argue
about! They decide to use the Adjusted Winner Method with
bids below:

Math Biology
Parking Spot Near Math Build. 30 0

Parking Spot Near Rec. Center 20 10

Chair of University Salary Comm. 40 80

Spot #19 in line 10 10

Who should get each resource?

How many points does the Math Professor use?

How many points does the Biology Professor use?



Time is Money 2, Part 2

Example (Time is Money 2, Part 2)

Our Professors at the DMV decide they have even more to argue
about! They decide to use the Adjusted Winner Method with
bids below:

Math Biology PR
Parking Spot Near Math Build. 30 0

Parking Spot Near Rec. Center 20 10

Chair of University Salary Comm. 40 80

Spot #19 in line 10 10

Find the Point Ratio for each item?

Which item will have (partial) ownership transferred?

Solve the Transfer Equation below:

0 + x · 80 = 60 + (1 − x) · 40.

What does x mean here?



Keeping Up 1, Part 1

Example (Keeping Up 1, Part 1)

Kris and Bruce are getting a divorce and the court orders that use
the Adjusted Winner Method to divided their shared resources.
They place the bids below:

Kris Bruce
Malibu House 60 50

Credit for Plastic Surgery 10 20

Country Club Membership 5 20

Louis Vuitton Luggage 25 10

Who should get each resource?

How many points does Kris use?

How many points does Bruce use?

What is the Point Ratio for each item?



Keeping Up 1, Part 2

Example (Keeping Up 1, Part 2)

Kris and Bruce are getting a divorce and the court orders that use
the Adjusted Winner Method to divided their shared resources.
They place the bids below:

Kris Bruce
Malibu House 60 50

Credit for Plastic Surgery 10 20

Country Club Membership 5 20

Louis Vuitton Luggage 25 10

Set-up and solve the Transfer Equation for the
example/numbers above.



Caesar and Cleopatra 4

Example (Caesar and Cleopatra 4)

Caesar and Cleopatra are fighting over even more stuff! Answer
the following questions about the Adjusted Winner Method with
the bids below:

Caesar Cleopatra
The Port of Alexandria 30 20

The Palace of Alexandria 20 20

Exotic Poison Collection 5 20

Legion of Soldiers 45 40

Who gets each resource?

Find the Point Ratio for each resource and determine which
item must be shared.

Set up and solve the Transfer Equation.



Good Compensation Result: Fair

Definition (Good Compensation Result: Fair)

A compensation arrangement is Fair whenever every person gets
their fair share. If the scenario has N people then this means
Recall our previous notation of bi and xi for the bid and
compensation of the ith Person. Then in symbols, Fair means

x1 ≥
b1
N
, x2 ≥

b2
N
, x3 ≥

b3
N
, . . . xN ≥ bN

N
.

Example (Fair)

Suppose Larry, Curly, and Moe make bids on a cream pie. Larry
bids b1 = $12, Curly bids b2 = $9 and Moe bids b3 = $15. In order
for any compensation arrangement to be fair Larry must receive at
least $4 in compensation, Curly must receive at least $3 in
compensation, and Moe must receive at least $5 in compensation.



Caesar and Cleopatra 5

Example (Caesar and Cleopatra 5)

Recall that Caesar and Cleopatra are fighting over The Port of
Alexandria . Caesar thinks The Port of Alexandria is worth 200
thousand denarii. Cleopatra knows the port didn’t cost that much
to build and could easily be rebuilt for only 160 thousand denarii.

Caesar Cleopatra
The Port of Alexandria 200 160

Suppose Caesar gets the Port and pays Cleopatra her fair
share. Is this compensation arrangement fair?

Suppose Cleopatra gets the Port and pays Caesar his fair
share. Is this compensation arrangement fair?



Big Idea: Fair Compensation Theorem

Theorem (Fair Compensation Theorem)

A compensation arrangement can be fair only when the winning
bid is greater than the average bid. Using our established notation,
this means for an arrangement to be fair we must have

w ≥ m.

Example (Fair Compensation Theorem)

Five siblings place bids (in thousands of dollars)
b1 = 210, b2 = 240, b3 = 120, b4 = 300, b5 = 280 on a house.
A mediator will award the house to one of the siblings, but not
necessarily the highest bidder. Since the average bid is

m =
210 + 240 + 120 + 300 + 280

5
= 230

the only ways to make a fair compensation arrangement is for
Siblings 2, 4, or 5 to get the house.



Crazy Good Tacos 3

Example (Crazy Good Tacos 3)

Recall the bids to be next in line at the Habeñero Loco taco truck:

Katy Elizabeth Cara
Next in Line $9 $6 $3

What is m for this scenario?

Who could be next in line and still have a fair compensation
arrangement?



Sibling Rivalry 1

Example (Sibling Rivalry 1)

Four siblings make a claim on the “Really Cool Jacket”. A judge
orders them to submit secret bids for the Really Cool Jacket. The
siblings give the following bids (in millions of dollars):

Larry Harry Jerry Mary
Really Cool Jacket $124 $140 $116 $164

What is m for this scenario?

Which Sibling(s) could receive the “Really Cool Jacket” and
still have a fair compensation arrangement?



Sibling Rivalry 2

Example (Sibling Rivalry 2)

Four siblings make a claim on the “Really Cool Jacket”. A judge
orders them to submit secret bids for the Really Cool Jacket. The
siblings give the following bids (in millions of dollars):

Larry Harry Jerry Mary
Really Cool Jacket $124 $140 $116 $164

The judge awards the “Really Cool Jacket” to the Harry who
agrees pay everyone $36.

Find the x/b fractions for all siblings.

Using your answer above, which sibling gets the “best” deal?



Good Compensation Result: Equitable

Definition (Good Compensation Result: Equitable)

A compensation arrangement is Equitable if each person answers
the question “What fraction of the total value did you get?” in
EXACTLY THE SAME WAY.

Using our notation, if there are N people in the scenario then we
must have

x1
b1

=
x2
b2

=
x3
b3

= · · · =
xN
bN

in order for the compensation to be Equitable. In other words,
EVERYONE HAS THE SAME x/b FRACTION!

Example (Equitable)

Suppose Jack and Jill now place bids of bJack = $14 and bJill = $6
on magic beans. Jack gets the beans but pays Jill xJill = $4.20.

x1
b1

=
4.2

6
= 0.7

x2
b2

=
9.8

14
= 0.7



Caesar and Cleopatra 6

Example (Caesar and Cleopatra 6)

Recall that Caesar and Cleopatra are fighting over The Port of
Alexandria . Caesar thinks The Port of Alexandria is worth 200
thousand denarii. Cleopatra knows the port didn’t cost that much
to build and could easily be rebuilt for only 160 thousand denarii.

Caesar Cleopatra
The Port of Alexandria 200 160

Suppose Caesar gets the The Port of Alexandria and pays
Cleopatra 90 thousand denarii. Is this compensation
arrangement equitable?

Suppose Caesar gets the The Port of Alexandria and pays
Cleopatra 88.89 thousand denarii. Is this compensation
arrangement equitable?



Mean Girls 7

Example (Mean Girls 7)

Our Mean Girls bid on The Burn Book , but at the last minute
Karen increases her bid:

Regina Gretchen Karen
The Burn Book $300 $210 $270

A mediator awards the book to Karen , who must then pay
Regina and Gretchen their fair share.

What are xRegina, xGretchen, and xKaren?

Calculate the x/b fractions for Regina and Gretchen .

Is this compensation arrangement equitable?



Arrested Development 8

Example (Arrested Development 8)

Recall that Lindsay and Tobias are fighting over Diamond Skin
Cream and a Poofy Blouse/Shirt. Here are their bids:

Lindsay Tobias
Diamond Skin Cream $200 $260

Poofy Blouse/Shirt $100 $80

They decide to use the Knaster’s Procedure to divide the goods.
Recall that after Knaster’s Procedure, Tobias gets the Skin Cream
and pays $70 while Lindsay gets the Blouse and receives $70.

What is xLindsay/bLindsay?

What is xTobias/bTobias?

Is this compensation arrangement equitable?

Do you think Knaster’s Procedure will produce a equitable
compensation arrangement? Why or why not?


